WPBA FILM SUBMISSION FORM
I am submitting a copy of my film titled _______________________ to Station WPBA for
consideration for broadcast on public television Station WPBA-TV and display on its website. I
agree that my film shall be considered by WPBA and its staff on the following conditions:
1. I warrant that I am the sole owner and author of my film, that I have the right to submit my film
for WPBA’s consideration and possible broadcast, and that no other person or entity, unless
disclosed to WPBA by me in writing, has or shall have any right, title, or interest in or to my film.
My film does not violate the copyright, trademark, right of privacy, or any other legal right of any
other person or entity. All of the contents belong to me or else have been licensed by me in a
way that would permit broadcast of my film on Station WPBA without liability. I have in my files
written releases from all actors or other participants in my film.
2. I acknowledge that WPBA is in the television programming and distribution businesses and
that it is possible that the staff of WPBA may currently be working on, or previously have worked
on, ideas or materials similar to embodied in my film, and WPBA may have received, or may
someday receive, from others ideas or materials similar to those embodied in my film. I
acknowledge that WPBA may currently have or previously have had access to or may
independently create or have created ideas, themes, plots, formats, or materials that may be
similar or identical to the ideas, themes, plot, formats or other elements of my film. I agree that I
will not be entitled to any compensation because of the use by WPBA of any such independently
developed material.
3. I understand that WPBA will try to return the copy of my film that I am providing, but I
recognize that there is a possibility that my film could be lost, misplaced, stolen, or destroyed
while in WPBA’s possession. I will keep within my control a duplicate of my film of at least the
same quality as the one that I am submitting to WPBA.
4. WPBA shall have no obligation with respect to my film other than to make a reasonable effort
to advise me as to its interest or lack of interest in broadcasting it and displaying it on its website.
WPBA shall have no obligation to me give reasons for deciding not to broadcast my film. The
possibility of broadcast and web distribution of my film constitutes valuable consideration to me
and if my film is broadcast or displayed on the WPBA website I will not be entitled to any
payment. WPBA may, if it chooses my film for broadcast and Internet display, broadcast excerpts
from the film in order to promote viewership.
5. Any controversy arising out of or in any way relating to my submission shall be settled by final
and binding arbitration, which will take place in Atlanta pursuant to the rules of the American
Arbitration Association.
Submitter’s Signature:
________________________________________________
Printed name: ____________________________________
Date:

_____________________________________

Address:

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

